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7 is a face view of the shuttle-bed and loop
To all-tvivon it malf concern : .
ing mechanism. Fig. 8 is a side view of the
Be it known that I, GEORGE A. ANNETT, of same
parts. Fig. 9 is a side view of the shut
Sutherlands Corners, in the Province of Onta tle detached.
10 is a side view of the
rio, Canada, have invented a new and Im shuttle-bed and Fig.
shuttle-holder in an open po- 55
proved Sewing-Machine, of which the follow
sition. Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 are views
ing is a full, clear, and exact description.
My improvements relate to sewing-machines showing the different positions of the hook .
of the classin which a stationary shuttle and a while in operation.
...
rotary hook are employed in connection with A is the bed or table.
Bis the arm of the machine formed with the 6o
Io a reciprocating needle and four-motion-feed head
C.
device.
My improvements have two principal ob a is the driving-shaft extending through the
jects: first, to operate the parts by which the hollow arm B, and provided with a balance
for the driv
sewing is performed directly from the main wheel, a, and grooved pulley. . a',
. . .. .
I5 driving-shaft, and, second, to arrange the ma ing-belt.
chine so that as far as possible one movement b is the shaft that operates the revolving
hook and the feed mechanism. This shaft,
'. . shall accomplish the work heretofore requir instead
of extending beneath or parallel to the
ing two movements, and thereby to reduce
bed
of
the
as usual, extends from
the number of moving parts to a minimum. the bed of themachine,
at the hook in an in
The invention relates, especially, to the nee clined directionmachine
upward to the rear end of the
dle and take-up mechanism, which I combine
a, to which it is connected by eccentric
in such a manner as to accomplish by one shaft
b', which may be placed within the
movement the work of two essential parts, gearing
and I also arrange them so that the thread will hollow arm B; or, as shown, the gearing may
placed upon the outside and the balance 75
be slackened as the eye of the needle enters be
wheel
to cover the gearing. The
the goods, whether they be thick or thin. It shaft b recessed
in a hollow arm, D, which
also relates to the feed mechanism; to a device is cast inis inclosed
one piece with the arm B. The head
for lifting the presser-bar, by which the ten
- :
sion on the thread is automatically released C is also cast integral with the arm B, and is
also hollow, and has an opening in the face 80
b. at the moment the bar is lifted; to the gener which
is sufficiently large to give access for
all construction of the machine, and the man
adjustment of the Inechanism contained in the
ner of supporting it on the stand or table; to head,
and the opening is covered by a plate,
a shuttle-bed and rotary hook, and to essen c, pivoted
on a screw-pin, c, so that it may
tial parts of the machine, all as will be set forth be
turned for exposing the parts and for other
35 more particularly hereinafter, and pointed out purposes,
as hereinafter specified.
in the claims.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying The machine is attached to the table A by
drawings, forming part of this specification, a screw, d, to which the arm D is attached by
in which similar letters of reference indicate a hinge-pin at d, that allows the machine to be 90
tilted.
corresponding parts in all the figures.
At d on the arm D is the bobbin-winder
Figure 1 is a sectional side view of a sew held
in a rigid support, d, that is cast on the
ing-machine of my improved construction, a
and in such a position that when thema
portion of the bed or table being also shown arm,
chine is tilted back the pulley of the bobbin
in section. Fig. 2 is a front view of the head winder
comes in contact with the face of the 95
; partially broken open to show the working
driving - wheel C, the bobbin - Winder thus
parts. Fig. 3 is a face view of the head with serving
as a stop for the machine. The ma
the face-plate in place. Fig. 4 is a vertical
section of the head. Fig. 5 represents the chine is nearly balanced upon the hinge-pin
crank-pin of the needle-bar. Fig. 6 is an in d', so that it can easily be tilted in either di
So verted plan view of the feed mechanism. Fig. rection, and when thrown backward the ad. IOO
".

r
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ditional weight carried over is sufficient to the presser-bar may be li?ted by thick goods
retain the machine in that position for wind

ing the bobbin.
I prefer to use a latch or catch of any suit
able character for retaining the machine in
its forward or working position, and by hav
ing the machine nearly balanced upon its sup
port the strain of the driving-belt, extending
from the main pulley C to the pulley a”, is suf

passing beneath it without the tension being
slackened; but when required, by turning the
plate or lever c to the right the tension will
be liberated with the presser-bar only slightly

raised for the purpose of placing the goods
h is the thread take-up, made in one piece 75
with
the connection h", by which the needle
IO ficient to tilt the machine backward as Soon
is connected to the crank-disk f'. The
as the catch is drawn back or released. The barf
connection
the take-up h are attached
screw-bar d also allows the machine to be to the disk hf'and
by
a
h", from which
raised above the bed A sufficiently to clear the the take-up extendscrank-pin,
to the upper part of the
shuttle-bed and connected parts from the table, head C. By this construction the take-up par
so as to allow the goods to pass beneath the takes
the reciprocating motion that is given
hook and shuttle-bed. Suitably propped in to theofneedle-bar
by the crank-disk without
this position the machine can be used for sew additional mechanism
and bearings being re
ing hats, boots, and shoes, as they may be quired, the one mechanism
doing the
passed beneath the lower end of the arm D in work of two essential parts ofthus
a Se Wing-ma
the saple manner as in a cylinder-machine. chine.
This adjustment avoids the necessity of cut At i is an arm, which I term the “tilter,'
ting
the table away for doing the class of work hinged at i' to the armf of the presser-bare,
named.
so that it shall move with the presser-bar. At
At the lower end of arm D, and above the about its midlength the tilter i is slotted to
25 looping mechanism, is fitted a throat or cov take upon a fixed pin, i', and its outer end
ering-plate, al.
is formed with an eye, through which the
Referring now more particularly to Figs. 2, thread
passes to the eye on the Outer end of
3, and 4, e is the presser-bar, carrying the foot the take-up
h. The object and function of
e'. f is the needle-bar. f' is the crank-wheel this device is to automatically regulate the 95
on the driving-shaft a, and g is the eccentric slackening of the thread, so that it will occur
fitted beneath the armf' on the presser-bar for only as the eye of the needle enters the goods.
raising the latter when required. This eccen The eye at the outer end of the tilter is posi
tric () is fixed upon the pivot-pin c' of the face tioned
the presser-bar, the eye being low IOO
plate c, both the plate and the eccentric being ered as by
the
bar raises, and vice versa. In the
supported by a suitable bearing in the head, so case of sewing
thick goods, the eye on the end
that when the face-plate is turned either to the of the tilter will
be lowered by the raising of
right or left the eccentric will act to raise the the presser-bar and
eye on the take-up h
presser-bar. In this manner I dispense with moved upward on thetheelliptic
(shown by IO5
the separate lever usually required for operat dotted lines in Fig. 2) until it path
reaches
a point
ing the eccentric that raises the presser-bar, at about 1-which is on line with and farthest
and utilize the face-plate or cover of the head from the eye of the tilter-when the take-up
as a lever for that purpose, and as the opening
cease to draw the thread, and from that
in the head serves also to give access to the parts will
point
the thread is slackened. This occurs at IIO
for oiling, there is thus combined an adjust the time
when the eye of the needle is at the
45 able face-plate oil-hole cover and lever in a surface of
goods. On the other hand,
single piece of metal to do the work usually should the the
presser-foot
down for sewing
requiring three parts. In addition I make thin goods, the eye on thebetilter
raised
use of the eccentric for releasing the tension and the take-up will draw uponwillthebethread
and slackening the thread, so as to allow goods until it reaches a point at 2, which is lower II5
to be taken from the machine, or for winding
point 1, and farthest from and in line
bobbins. For that purpose the tension-plate than
with
the
eye of the tilter, when the thread will
of is made with an arm, g, bent or formed so begin to slacken.
In this manner the tilter is
that its inner end is in contact, or nearly so, regulated by the foot,
and the foot is regulated
with the eccentric g, so that when the eccen by the thickness of the
hence, the ac
55 tric is turned in one direction it will not only tion is automatic. Thisgoods;
arrangement
avoids
act to raise the presser-bar, but, by contact the disadvantages of machines in which
the
with the arm, will force the tension-plate of thread is slackened at a fixed point without
outward, and thus release the thread. The reference to the thickness of the goods, which, I25
tension plate or spling may carry a wheel, in
case of sewing light goods, allows a loop
clamp, or other tension device. These parts to the
be
above, unless extra tension is
constitute a tension-releaser, and if, will be ob appliedformed
to draw the loop down when forming
served that the action of moving the tension the stitch; and in sewing very heavy goods,
plate takes place before the presser-bar is the thread fails to slacken until the eye is be
raised, and also that when the eccentric is low
the top of the goods, so that there is dan
turned to the left the presser-bar is raised ger of
breaking the thread. The tilter being
without any action of the eccentric upon the actuated
by the presser-bar alone and having .
into narrow hemmel's.

arm g”. Further, the construction is such that no connection with any of the other move.
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ments, all eccentrics, pins, or other devices
for regulating the length and duration of the
movement of the take-up are dispensed with,
and the motion being direct and positive is
5 more accurate. It is to be observed here that
the movement of the take-up is not regulated

by the presser-bar, as is the case with some
machines, but the tilter is regulated by the
presser - bar, and that automatically. This
allows the take-up to move in the ordinary
manner, and yet the take-up becomes the
means by which the thread is slackened at
the proper time. There being but few parts,
and of simple construction, a large amount of
is dispensed with. There is practi
15 friction
' ' cally no friction at all.
The feed mechanism (shown most clearly in
Figs. 1 and 6) consists as follows:
. . . . k is the feed-bar, fixed on the end of a rod,
20 k, of steel or other spring metal, that extends
backward a suitable distance, and is secured
firmly to a fixed projection beneath the arm.D.
"Upon the shaft b is an eccentric, l, which is
of conical form or is made with a larger pro
25.jection at one end than at the other.
l is a roller, loose upon the rod k" and bear
ing upon the cam l.
lik are rods attached at one end to a collar,
i, upon the rod k by means of a thumb-screw,
3o so as to be adjusted thereon, and having their
outer ends bent to engage the rollert, so that
by adjustment of the collar land rodsk the
rollert will be held in any desired position in
... the length of the camt, according as to whether
35 a short or a long stitch is desired, the stitch
being lengthened as the roller approaches the
larger portion of the can. The rod cisat
tached only at its one end, as described, so
... that it serves both as a lever and a spring to
4o give a downward and backward movement to
the feed-bar. The eccentric raises the feed
bark in the usual way, and the rod k" springs
downward after the eccentric has passed. By
this construction I dispense with the small
Spring usually employed for the feed mechan
lism, and by using a roller instead of the rigid
horn and cam generally employed, I avoid a
large amount of friction and wear; also, by
the adjustment of the roller, instead of the cam,
5o the cam can be attached to the shaft simply by
a screw, and the necessity of cutting a groove
in the shaft, to prevent the cam from revolv
ing as it slides along the shaft, is avoided. This
construction also combines the stitch-regulator
and feed mechanism in such a manner that
they move or oscillate together, and no guide
being required for the feed-bar, a large amount
of friction in these partsis thus avoided. The
thumb-screw by which the collar lisheld may
60 be at any convenient point and placed above
an indicator for guiding its movement in regul
lating the length of the stitch. The presser
; ; foote is clamped upon the lower end of the
bare by means of a set-nut, e, and upon the
same thread is a second nut, e, that serves as
a support for the lower end of a spring, e, by
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By turning the nute' to the right or left the

pressure of the spring is increased or dimin
ished and the spring e is made large enough
to take at its end over a bearing, a, project

ing from the head C, and a flange, a, on the
nute", the object being to prevent the spring
from coming in contact with the presser-bar, so
as to avoid the friction and prevent the spring
from wearing the thread. The bearing a is
cast with the head, and the hole for the presser
bar drilled through it, so that a long bearing
is formed for the bar.
The looping mechanism and parts connect
ed there with are as follows, with special refer
ence to Figs. 2, 7,8,9, and 10:
n is the stationary shuttle, formed with a
protuberance or projecting portion, m?.

75

n is the hook upon an arm, n, that is attached

to the end of the shaft b.

0 is a stationary disk, attached to an arm, n,
by which the disk is normally held in a plane
at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the
shaft b.
3.
o' is the bobbin upon a pin, o, that is formed
at the lower portion of the shuttle m.
p is a Support projecting from the hollow
arm D and carrying a pin, p, on which the
arm it, that carries the disk o, is hung, so that 95.
the disk can be drawn down when required,
and upon the lower end of the arm n is a lug
or projection, n, that bears upon a spring, n',
in Such a manner that the arm and disk are
held by the spring in either position. Upon IOO
the pin p' the shuttle-bed q is also hung by an
arm, q', (see Figs. 2 and 10,) so that the bed
may be turned upward to retain the shuttle
or backward to release the same, and the arm
q is provided with a projection, q, taking
against a Spring, q', by which the bed is
held in either position. The movements in
either direction of the disko and shuttle-bed
q are limited by suitable stops, and the disko
is held in its raised position, so that it shall O
not come in contact with the hook-arm in,
thereby preventing any friction.
v
The object of the stationary disk or plate o
is to provide a fixed concave surface for the
bobbin to lie against, instead of having the II5.
bobbin shut against a rotary disk, as is usually
the case. This dispenses, with the usual fric
tion between the bobbin and disk, and the
stationary disk also allows the thread to pass
the shuttle better.
By reference to Figs. 2 and 7 it will be seen
that the bobbin is held at the right side of the
center of the disk o. The object of this is to
allow the hook to carry the thread around the
bobbin quicker than it could with the bobbin I25
placed at the center, and thereby allowing the
take-up to draw the thread from the hook the
Sooner. This quicker movement of the thread
around the bobbin is allowed from the fact that
from the point marked “4” in Fig. 7 a straight 130
line can be drawn to the needle without com
ing in contact with the bobbin or the shuttle.
When the thread reaches this point 4, the take

which the presser-bar is moved downward, up commences to act, and being enabled to

4
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draw the thread in a straight line to the eye off r of the hook being directly below, and

of the needle, rather than upon the surface of
The arm n., as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, is at
5 one side, so that the thread can be drawn up
between the arm and the stationary disk, while
the hook continuing in its movement passes
on the outside of the arm. Further, by the
use of the stationary disk it is immaterial how
O the bobbin is put in, because it is not liable
to be turned by contact with any revolving
parts. The shuttle-bed ) closes just near
enough to the stationary disk O to give play
to the shuttle, so that the thread can pass
freely, and in the case of an exceptionally.
heavy thread it will open the bed slightly
in passing, this being allowed by the spring
q, and after the thread passes the spring will
cause the bed to shut again to its place.
2O The bulge or protuberance n' upon the shut
tle is for causing the shuttle-thread to be drawn
up upon the left side of the needle, and for
that purpose is made with a thread-opening,
in, and it also serves to keep the shuttle from

it will be observed that a thread to be in a

the bobbin, the movement can be made quicker. straight line from the cast-off to the hook must 7o

rising in its bed. The hook n catches the
thread upon the right side of the needle, and
the lower thread being drawn up at the left
side of the needle, the hook is prevented from
catching upon it. By thus having the hook
3O to catch the loop upon the right side of the
needle, the hook is more readily constructed
and the thread is not twisted. When drawn
from the hook, and will leave or draw off the
hook more readily and quickly. In Fig. 12
35 the hook is shown as just entering the loop or
upper thread. By its continued movement it
spreads the thread in the usual manner, and
by the time the hook has moved below the
bulge m', as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 7,
the thread has entered upon the shuttle, one
thread on each side. The hook then carries
the thread downto the lower position, by which
time the thread has nearly cleared the bobbin.
The hook then moving upward in line with
45 the point 4, Fig. 7, the thread is cleared from
the bobbin and is drawn up by the take-up on
the inside of the arm n', the thread readily
passing the bulge in upon the shuttle. Fig.
11 shows the position of the hook to the right
5O or back of the needle just as it enters upon
the loop. Fig. 13 shows the hook as turned
half-way around, and the thread as carried
25

55

around by the hoolk; and in this figure the po.
sition of the two threads upon the hook is
shown; and it will be observed that the thread
at the left side can be more readily drawn off

the hook, because it lies near the point, and
this left thread is the one that in this case is
drawn off by the take-up, so that the work is
done more readily and without twisting the
thread, this operation resulting from the loop
being caught upon the right side of the needle.
The hook is made sharp-pointed and of the
usual shape, so as to spread the thread, as

65 illustrated most clearly in IFig. 14, in which

the hook is shown as looked at from above.

r in this figure is the needle-hole, the cast.

lie very close to the point. The thread will
remain the same distance from the point of the
hook when the hook is turned in the position
shown in Fig. 13; but necessarily the thread
cannot beina straight line, as it is bent around 75
the cast-off, as shown in Fig. 15, and to as
sume a straight line the thread must move to
ward the point of the hook. Now, by refer
ence to Fig. 14 it will be seen that the hook
inclines toward the needle, while the cast-off 8o

r' inclines from the needle; therefore the thread,
in assuming a straight line, will move toward
the point of the hook, this result being ob
tained by the formation of the cast-off with
the hook, as described. In Fig. 15 the hook 85
and cast-off are shown in larger size in posi

tion after the thread has passed the under side
It will be seen that the thread
that is nearest the point of the hook is not in
a straight line, and, being bent around the 90
cast-off, as soon as it is tightened by the take
up it will move toward the point of the hook.
The cast-off and hook combined in this man
ner allow the take-up to draw the thread more
quickly than if the hook alone were used.
95
By the construction of the shuttle-bed, and
stationary disk, as before described, I obtain
an automatic ejectment of the shuttle when
of the bobbin.

the shuttle-bed is moved back, as illustrat
ed in Fig. 10. When the stationary disk and IOC
the shuttle are turned back upon the rod or
pin p', the disk o passes to a certain point
and then stops; but the shuttle - bed q is
so arranged that its spring causes it to open
farther than the disk, thus leaving a space be
tween the disk and the shuttle-bed. This
space is necessary to allow the operator to
draw the shuttle; but the shuttle need not be
drawn by hand because the movement in open
ing is made so quickly that the shuttle is IO
thrown out from between the bed and disk,
so that these parts constitute an automatic
shuttle - ejector. I also provide for accom
plishing this movement simultaneously with
the movement of tilting back the machine. II5
For that purpose, as shown in Fig. 1, the arm
o, carrying the disk 0, is provided with a piv.
oted tripper, S, which, in the normal position
of the machine, lies below a fixed pin, s'.
When the machine is tilted automatically by
the pressure of the driving-belt, as before de
scribed, the tripper 8 comes up against the
pins, and as the machine continues to rise
the disk O and the shuttle-bed q. are caused
to move outward, and the shuttle-bed open I25
ing beyond the disk, as before described, a
space is formed through which the shuttle is
ejected upon the stand. In this manner the
one movement acts to effect three essential op
erations. The tripper is pivoted so that when I 30
the machine is closed down again it will read
ily pass the pins. In case it is preferred to
have the disk o remain closed when the ma
chine is tilted, the tripper s will be removed
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from the arm n, thereby allowing the machine termittent motion, and therefore do not claim
to tilt up and down without the tripper com Such invention.
ing in contact with the pins. In case it is Having thus described my invention, Iclaim
preferred to automatically open the shuttle as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent
5 bed alone, the tripper will be attached to the 1. A sewing-machine hinged to a support .
bed, so that when the machine is raised the which is adjustably attached to the table, sub
bed will be moved back, and the disko re Stantially as herein shown and described.
2. The combination, with a sewing-machine 75 main closed.
In addition to the advantages before named and its supporting-table, of the screwd, hinged
of the different features of my improved con to the machine and passing through an aper
struction, there are other advantages, as foll ture in the table, substantially as herein shown
lows: By constructing the machine with the and described.
oblique arm, as shown, a great deal of sur 3. In Sewing-machines, the combination, with
plus material is saved, and the arms and head the hollow arm B, the oblique arm D, and driv
being all cast in one piece, the only adjust ing-shafts, of the looping mechanism with the
ment that is necessary is of the gear-wheels and Supporting and adjusting screw d, substan
of the needle-bar, presser-bar, &c., in the head. tially as described, for the purpose of adjust
The needle-bar is adjusted through the open ing the arm above the table, as specified.
ing that is covered by the plate c, and Ithere 4. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
2O by save the necessity of casting the head in with the driving-wheel C, of the hinged arm
two pieces to be screwed together after the D, and the bobbin-winder don said arm, sub
mechanism is adjusted. A further advantage stantially as herein shown and described.
of the oblique arm is that the ordinary bed or 5. In a sewing-machine, the combination, 90
plate is dispensed with, and the , machine with the hollow arm B and the oblique hollow
strengthened whereit is needed, and with much arm D, of the drive-shaft a, the oblique shaft
less material than is ordinarily used. Fur b, the hook n, attached directly to the end of
ther, much simpler mechanism is required for the said oblique shaft, and the eccentric gear
moving the rotary hook, and a continuous ing b', substantially as herein shown and de 95
propelling device used in place of those hav scribed.
ing a reciprocating movement. By the ob 6. In sewing-machine feed mechanism, the
lique arrangement of the driving-shaft the combination of rod k, roller l, bark, adjust
able sleevel, and conical eccentric l, substan OO
stationary disk and the shuttle-bed stand ob tially
as shown and described.
liquely; consequently the shuttle will lie in
7. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
its place better, and will not be so apt to bear with
the arm D, having a projection on its un
against the stationary disk as when perpen
dicular supports are used. The shaft b crosses der surface, and the driving-shaft b, provided
an eccentric, of the spring-rod k, secured
the rod of the feed mechanism at a level with with
the throat-plate, which allows the eccentric to the projection of the arm D, and feed-bar IO5.
to act upon the roller closely to the throat k on the end of said rod, substantially as here
4o plate, thus preventing the rod from twisting in shown and described.
as it forces the goods along. Combined as 8. In a sewing-machine, the combination, ..
shown and described, they form a complete with the arm D, having a projection on its un IO
machine, having comparatively few moving der surface, and the drive-shaft b, provided
parts and with direct connections to the driv with the conical eccentric l, of the spring-rod
k', secured to the projection on the arm.D and
45 ing-shaft. The essential movements required in oper carrying the feed-bark, the roller, and means
ating a machine are combined in such a man for adjusting the same on the spring-rod, sub II5
as herein shown and described.
ner as to save time, avoid friction, and serve stantially
the convenience of the operator, this being 9. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with the presser-bar e, provided with the arm
done by reducing the number of parts rather f',
and the eccentric g, for operating the presser
than by complicating the machine.
By constructing the machinesothat the head bar, of the tension-plate g', provided with the
can be tilted, the throwing of the machine out army, projecting over to the eccentric, substan
of gear, and the bobbin-Winder in gear, or vice tially as herein shown and described, whereby
versa, is made a simple operation, and the eject the tension-plate will be operated by direct
ment of the shuttle at the same time is pro contact of its arm with the eccentric, as set
vided for. It also avoids the necessity of cut forth.
ting away the table and the removal of part 10. In a sewing-machine, the combination, I 25
of the throat-plate in order to reach the shut with the head C, having an opening in its face,
tle, and the usual loose pulley is not required, and the presser-bar e, provided with the arm
as the band hangs loosely in the deep groove f', of the pivoted plate c, and the eccentric g,
fitted upon the pivot of said plate, substan
of the drive-wheel.
,
The eccentric gearing serves to give the rota tially as herein shown and described, whereby 13o
ry hook alternately a fast and a slower motion. the plate serves the double purpose of closing
. I am aware
- that a take-up has been made the opening in the head, and a means for op
65.
in one piece with the bar that connects the erating the eccentric, as set forth.
needle-bar to a crank on a shaft having an in 11. In a sewing-machine, the combination, i.

s
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with the head C, having an opening in its face,
the presser-bare, provided with the armf', and
the tension-plate g', provided with the arm g,
of the pivoted plate c and the eccentric g, fitted
upon the pivot c of the said plate, substan
tially as herein shown and described.
12. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with the head C, provided with the hub a' and
the presser-bar e, of the nute', provided with
IO the hub a', and the spring e, substantially as
herein shown and described.
13. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with the hinged shuttle-bed (, of the non-ro
tating disk 0, secured to the hinged arm n',
substantially as herein shown and described.
14. The combination of hinged arm n', disk
o, hinged shuttle-bed q, and springs n' or, sub

aperture it, combined with hook n, disk 0, and 25
bed q, substantially in the manner described.
17. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with the oblique arm D, hinged to the table A,
provided with the pins, of the hinged disko,
provided with the tripper s, and the hinged 3o
shuttle-bed q, substantially as herein shown
and described.
1S. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with the head C, provided with the pin i, and
the presser-bar e, of the tilter-arm i, pivoted to 35
the presser-bar, and having a slot to receive
the pin of the head, substantially as herein
shown and described.
19. In a sewing-lmachine, the combination,

with the presser-bar e, of the tilter i, pivotally 4o
connected to the same, and the take-up h, made
stantially as described.
| in one piece with the connection h", that con
15. The combination of hinged disk o, at nects the needle-bar with the eccentric, sub
tached at one side to its supporting-arm n', the stantially as herein shown and described.
shuttle-bed q, and the shuttlem, held by a pin,
GEO. A. ANNETT.
o, at one side of and below the center of the Witnesses:
disk o. substantially as described.
W. R. EIICKEY,
16. The shuttle m, formed with bulge m' and
W. C. SHAW.
A.

